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Sadie Lee is aware of these poses resembling old-fashioned paper dress dolls where 
you can change the outfits with fold-over tabs. As a result here the costume designer 
becomes the vehicle for costume itself and a metaphor for change and 
transformation. The pose that Sandy Powell adopts is the classic stance of three 
quarter profile with hand on hip, similar to the promotional image of Tilda Swinton in 
Sally Potter’s Orlando, which she designed the costumes for. As a collection of works, 
the artist refers to the completed series as ‘Sadie Does Sandy’.

Also on display is a mannequin dressed in Sandy Powell’s shirt, tie and suit, which Also on display is a mannequin dressed in Sandy Powell’s shirt, tie and suit, which 
feature in the paintings. Sandy Powell wears blue, and blue mostly refers to the suit 
that Sandy is wearing (and not wearing) in the portraits. Her suit is an exact copy of 
the Freddie Buretti satin suit that David Bowie wore in the video for Life On Mars and 
Powell’s hair is dyed a similar shade of orange to Bowie’s, underlining her connection 
to Bowie’s style from this era. Bowie’s / Powell’s suits also reference the blue satin of 
Gainsborough’s Blue Boy. Blue is a significant colour in the relationship between 
Sadie Lee and Sandy Powell. They met when Powell bought a painting by Lee in the 
mid-90’s, which referenced Picasso’s blue period painting La Femme En Chemise. 
The work by Lee was a painting called La Butch En Chemise and is notable for its 
shocking blue background. Sandy Powell was a very close friend of Derek Jarman, for 
whom blue became symbolic and important. 

Sadie Lee continues her investigation into ways of presenting gender, and the 
constructed and performative nature of costume and stance through both dressing 
Sadie Lee continues her investigation into ways of presenting gender, and the 
constructed and performative nature of costume and stance through both dressing 
up and dressing down. Through her portraits Lee discusses and focuses on the 
shifting nature of binary and non-binary definitions of gender and identity and 
through her choice of sitters focuses on the people and the moments in our recent 
history that have marked milestone changes in the perception of gender that have 
changed and continue to change society. Sadie has painted a  diptych of non-binary 
writer Libro (formerly Laura) Bridgeman. The piece is composed of two canvases, 
both portraits of Libro in the same pose, one in a thick herringbone suit and tie and 
the other naked after top-surgery. It was inspired by the Gwen John paintings of the 
artists’ model Fenella Lovell, where the subject is depicted separately in the same 
pose, both clothed and naked. 

‘Holly Woodlawn Dressing’ II and III, from her series ‘And Then He Was A She – 
Paintings of Holly Woodlawn’ from 2007 are also on show. These two paintings are of 
‘Holly Woodlawn Dressing’ II and III, from her series ‘And Then He Was A She – 
Paintings of Holly Woodlawn’ from 2007 are also on show. These two paintings are of 
Holly Woodlawn dressing herself in a blue satin dress. The title of the series is the 
first verse of Lou Reed’s hit song Walk On The Wild Side, which documented 
Woodlawn’s transition from Miami To New York and her transition from Harold to 
Holly. She is best known for her memorable role in Andy Warhol’s ground-breaking 
film Trash, directed by Paul Morrisey in 1970.

Sadie Lee has lectured on her paintings at institutions including The National Portrait Sadie Lee has lectured on her paintings at institutions including The National Portrait 
Gallery London, Manchester City Gallery, Tate Modern, the Victoria and Albert 
Museum and Walker Gallery, Liverpool. Since 1998 she has worked as a freelance art 
educator at the National Portrait Gallery, London, regularly teaches life drawing at 
The Wallace Collection and painting courses at The Art Academy, London. She has 
been selected to show work in many group shows including exhibitions at The I.C.A. 
and Museum of London. Solo shows include exhibitions at the National Portrait 
Gallery (London), Manchester City Art Gallery, Schwules Museum (Berlin) and 
Museum of Modern Art (Slovenia).
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